INDIAN SOCIETY OF ANAESTHESIOLOGISTS

ISA NEON INLAND NATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS

About ISA Neon Inland National Fellowships
An opportunity to YUVA ISAians of Indian Society of Anaesthesiologists (ISA) to visit Centres of Excellence in India for one week for clinical observership. You will get an insight into the various practices in the field of anaesthesiology in India. All the expenses (travel, stay, food, etc.; maximum of 25,000 INR/ candidate) will be reimbursed by the ISA National supported by the academic partner Neon Laboratories. This is a unique initiative promoted by ISA to open up various avenues of learning for the young residents.

Eligibility Criteria
- Should be a member of ISA.
- Open for MD/DA/DNB Anaesthesiology Postgraduate students (NMC / NBEMS recognized institutes).
- Top 25 rank holders shall be given option to select their Institution in the order of merit. Waiting list of 15 candidates will also be prepared.
- The results will be announced on ISA APP (ISANHQ) and ISA Website (www.isaweb.in).
- The Fellowship has to be completed preferably by March.
How to Apply?
Visit ISA APP- ISANHQ and log in using your ISA credentials. Register for ISA Inland Fellowship Examination.

Pattern of Examination

- Online Examination will be conducted on ISA APP- ISANHQ
- There will be 30 MCQ Questions
- Time allotted: 30 Minutes
- All questions are compulsory.
- One mark will be awarded for each correct answer
- There is no negative marking.
- All questions carry equal marks.
- Make sure you have a stable internet connection while exam is in progress.

Important Dates

- Applications open: 1 September
- Last Date to Apply: 30 September
- Date of Mock Exam: 1 October
- Date of Final Exam: 2 October

For any clarification, please write to secretaryisanhq@gmail.com / WhatsApp 9815125828.
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